
 

 

 

 

 

 
Race 3: great show and final success for Petecof 

 
After the pouring rain sun permits the restart on very difficult track conditions, 

where the Brazilian driver makes the difference 
 

Vallelunga 5 May 2019 – Launched start on a very wet Valellunga track in race 3, with Roy 
Alecco (Van Amersfoort Racing AV) in pole, in front of teammate Cohen, Petecof (Prema 
Powerteam) and Berets (DRZ Benelli). 
 
Alecco has a good start, while Petecof overtakes Cohen. Behind Berets (DRZ Benelli) and 
Saucy (R-ace GP) follow. Belov (Bhai Tech Racing) attacks Aron (Prema Powerteam) in the 
inside with a great overtake. Safety Car is requested after a spin by Edgar (Jenzer Motorsport) 
that also involves Salmenautio (DRZ Benelli)  
 
At the restart there is great battle with contacts and spin, among which Balev and Aron 
hitting each other and the latter going off track. At the “curvone” Knutten (Van Amersfoort 
Racing) goes off track, followed by Marinangeli (Bhai Tech Racing) who spins. 
 
Safety car is back in and another launched start. Belov attacks Petecof and the two cars come 
into contact, with the Brazilian still well ahead and the Bhai Tech driver spinning. Incredible 
Petecof manages, 4 corners to the end of the race, to overtake Roy Alecco and conquer his 
second victory of the weekend. Third is Durksen, first among Rookies, followed by Stanek and 
Rosso (Antonelli Motorsport). 
 
In the drivers standings Petecof is first with 60 points, in front of Duerksen with 40 and Belov 
with 33.  
 
In the Rookie first is Stanek with 61 points, second Duerksen with 50 and third Ferrari 
(Antonelli Motorsport) with 33 points. 
 
In the teams standings first is Prema Powerteam with 81 points, second BWT Muecke 
Motorsport with 52 points and third Van Amersfoort Racing AV with 40.  
 
Next appointment will be in Misano the weekend of the 18 and 19 of May. 
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